Disruption of motor cortex activity is hypothesized to play a major role in the slowed movement (bradykinesia) associated with reduced dopaminergic function. We recorded single neurons in the motor cortex of free-moving rats performing a forelimb-reaching task. The same neurons were examined before and after induction of bradykinesia with the D 2 dopamine receptor antagonist haloperidol. Withincell changes in the firing rate and firing pattern of individual cells and the correlation between simultaneously recorded cells after injection of haloperidol were statistically compared with vehicle-only control experiments. During haloperidol-induced bradykinesia (mean movement time increase, ϩ231%), there was an average 11% decrease in baseline firing rate. Movement-related peaks in firing rate were more dramatically affected, with an overall reduction in peak amplitudes of 40%. Bradykinesia was also associated with decreased intensity of bursting and amplitude of cross-correlation peaks at rest. The results show for the first time that significant reductions can be detected in motor cortex activity at rest in animals with impaired ability to generate movements induced by reduced dopamine action and confirm that impaired movements are associated with reduced cortical activation. Together, these changes in neural activity may reduce recruitment and rate modulation of motor units in the spinal cord.
Introduction
Slowed movement (bradykinesia) is a prominent symptom of hypodopaminergic states, whether induced acutely with supratherapeutic doses of dopamine-blocking neuroleptic drugs (Fleminger, 1992; Breier et al., 2002) or by chronic lesions of dopamine pathways (Denny-Brown, 1968; Marsden, 1989; Breier et al., 2002; Obeso et al., 2002) . Although bradykinesia is ultimately caused by abnormal development of muscle force (Berardelli et al., 2001) , the link from dopamine dysfunction to peripheral dynamics remains poorly understood.
Motor deficits arising from disordered dopaminergic function are considered likely to be expressed via changes in neural processing at the level of the primary motor cortex (Dick et al., 1984; Berardelli et al., 2001 ). This hypothesis is derived from the fact that the motor cortex is the final output site for initiation and guidance of skilled voluntary movements and receives inputs from basal ganglia circuits that are known to be severely disrupted by dopamine deficiency (Sanderson et al., 1986; Miller and DeLong, 1987; Pan and Walters, 1988; Filion and Tremblay, 1991; Bergman et al., 1994; Kreiss et al., 1997; Chen et al., 2001; Boraud et al., 2002; Ruskin et al., 2002) . However, despite these strong theoretical reasons to predict reduced motor cortical activity during slowed movement induced by an abnormality of the dopamine system, the nature or even existence of these presumed cortical disturbances remains uncertain. To date, no studies have demonstrated changes in single-unit firing rate in primary motor cortex of dopamine-deficient animals at rest (Doudet et al., 1990; Goldberg et al., 2002) . Studies of regional brain metabolism have failed to consistently find reductions in the sensorimotor cortex of rats with 6-hydroxy dopamine lesions of dopamine pathways (Pelled et al., 2002) or in primary motor cortex of patients with Parkinsonian dopamine deficiency, despite such reductions observed in secondary motor areas Rascol et al., 1992 Rascol et al., , 1994 Jahanshahi et al., 1995; Sabatini et al., 2000; Haslinger et al., 2001; Turner et al., 2003) . In addition, although neural activity during movement would be most directly relevant to the mechanism of bradykinesia, this has not been addressed extensively. This is attributable to, in part, difficulties obtaining suitable animal models, because permanent destruction of the dopamine pathways often leaves animals too akinetic for movement studies (Miller and DeLong, 1987; Raz et al., 2000; Goldberg et al., 2002; Heimer et al., 2002) . The available data are inconsistent, with two studies reporting a reduction in movement-related activity following lesions of the dopamine system (Gross et al., 1983; Watts and Mandir, 1992) but another finding no changes (Doudet et al., 1990) .
To test the hypothesis that bradykinesia induced by disrupted dopamine function would be accompanied by disruption of motor cortex activity, we used the reversible dopamine D 2 receptor antagonist bradykinesia model (Hauber and Schmidt, 1990; White and Rebec, 1993; Hauber, 1996) . This provides multiple opportunities to obtain bradykinetic levels of disruption in dopamine function. It also enables within-cell comparisons of ac-tivity across normal and bradykinetic states, thus enhancing sensitivity for small changes.
Materials and Methods
All procedures were approved by the University of Otago Committee on Ethics in Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Principles of Laboratory Animal Care. Male Wistar rats (290 -350 g at the time of surgery) were maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights off at 8:00 A.M.), and all experiments were conducted during the animal's dark phase. Rats were trained to reach into a 25-mm-wide, 14-mm-high rectangular opening positioned 55 mm above the floor of a Perspex box to retrieve chocolateflavored breakfast cereal (Coco Pops; Kellogg's, Auckland, New Zealand) placed on a tray attached to the Perspex box (Hyland and Jordan, 1997) . There were two testing or training sessions each day over which rats received Ն100 pieces of cereal (ϳ2.4 g). To maintain motivation for the task, rats were limited to an additional 15 g of standard rat chow after the sessions and were weighed daily to ensure that their weight was maintained at 90% of their predicted body weight. It took 3-5 d to train rats to reach for the food, and another 2 weeks of training were undertaken to ensure stability of paw preference. The preferred paw was defined as the one used Ն80% of the time over five sessions of 100 reaches. Rats were continuously observed, and switches of preferred paw were never observed during subsequent experiments. Movement time for the terminal part of each reach was derived from the time between interruption of two infrared light beams positioned 15 mm apart at 7 mm (beam 1) and 22 mm (beam 2) from the inner surface of the task box. Beams were positioned on each side of the tray, so that one set was interrupted by left paw entry and the other set was interrupted by right paw entry. The signals from each light-beam interruption were converted to transistor-transistor logic (TTL) pulses, which were recorded on the same data file as the cell activity. The TTL output went high for 2 s to ensure that only the first reach of a rapid-reaching sequence was marked.
After the training period, eight extracellular recording electrodes were implanted into the motor cortex contralateral to the preferred reaching paw of each rat. The electrodes were constructed from a 0.0007 inch nichrome wire covered in formvar (A-M Systems, Carlsborg, WA). One end of each wire was stripped of the formvar covering and soldered into a gold amphenol pin (Connector Systems, Christchurch, New Zealand), which was inserted into a 9-way plug housing (Science Technology Centre, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada). The wires were gathered into a bundle, and the bundle was inserted into a beveled, 30-gauge stainlesssteel cannula so that the tips protruded 1-2 mm from the cannula. Each wire was trimmed with a fresh scalpel blade, with final electrode impedances of 1.1-3.7 M⍀, and the bundle was glued in place with cyanoacrylate (Supaglue; Selleys Chemical Company, Auckland, New Zealand). The electrodes were attached to a moveable microdrive that allowed subsequent advance of the electrodes through the cortex in steps of ϳ30 m. An earth-contact lead was soldered to a stainless-steel screw (Lomatt, Quebec, Canada), which was inserted in the skull during surgery.
Electrode implantation was performed under full anesthesia (sodium pentobarbitone, 60 mg/kg, i.p.; Virbac Laboratories, Auckland, New Zealand) and prophylactic antibiotic cover (Strepcin, 1 ml/kg, s.c.; Stockguard Laboratories, Hamilton, New Zealand). The area of the incision was shaved, and 0.5 ml of a long-acting local anesthetic (0.5% bupivacaine hydrochloride solution; AstraZeneca, Auckland, New Zealand) was injected along the intended incision line. The rat was mounted in a stereotaxic frame, the skull was exposed by a midline sagittal incision and cleared of subcutaneous connective tissue, and six stainless-steel screws were implanted. A hole was drilled in the skull at the chosen stereotaxic coordinates above the motor cortex, and the dura was reflected. Target recording coordinates were derived from previous microstimulation (Neafsey and Sievert, 1982; Gioanni and Lamarche, 1985; Neafsey et al., 1986 ) and single-cell recording studies (Hyland, 1998) of the forelimb representation in rat motor cortex and were centered at anteroposterior (AP) ϩ1.0 -2.2 mm and lateral Ϯ2.0 mm relative to bregma (flat skull position). The electrode assembly was lowered so that the electrode tips and cannula just penetrated the brain, and the exposed brain surface was sealed with petroleum jelly. The microdrive and a protective box, with holes in the top to permit access to the microdrive for advancing the electrodes, were fixed in place with dental acrylic (Vertex-Dental, AA Zeist, The Netherlands).
During recording sessions, signals from electrodes were amplified and filtered (5000ϫ; 0.3-10 kHz bandpass) using a CyberAmp signal conditioner (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA). Differential recording was achieved by selecting an inactive microwire as the reference for all other wires. Channels with distinguishable single-cell activity were recorded using a Power1401 A-D converter and Spike2 (version 4) data acquisition and analysis software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Extracellular action potentials from single neurons were discriminated off-line based on waveform shape, using the template-matching algorithm in the Spike2 software. Discrimination of spikes from noise was confirmed by the presence of an empty first bin in interspike interval histograms calculated for each template (bin width, 1 ms; time base, 1 s). For each accepted template, the peak-to-peak amplitude and duration were measured from the average waveform. A frequency distribution of all waveform durations was plotted to check for separate "broad" and "narrow" spike populations as reported previously for the cerebral cortex (Wilson et al., 1994) .
Haloperidol (Sigma, Auckland, New Zealand) was dissolved in 1% lactic acid solution, and the pH level was adjusted to 3.2 with 1 M NaOH. Dose-response curves for the effect of drug administration on the number of reaches performed per unit time in a series of preliminary experiments (data not shown) identified an intraperitoneal injection of 0.090 -0.155 mg/kg as an effective dose range to reduce reach performance, and in these sessions, average movement times were frequently, but not always (see Results), also increased. Typically, 0.12 mg/kg was used intraperitoneally, but this was adjusted if necessary within the above range for individual animals.
Recording sessions began, at the earliest, on the third postoperative day. Each recording session began with an injection of vehicle. After a 5 min settling period, recordings were obtained while the rat performed reaching movements (at least 50 trials). Provision of food at the reaching tube was then stopped, and once the rat had settled quietly in the box, an additional 5 min of recording were taken. After this, either an additional dose of vehicle alone was injected (control experiments) or the previously established dose of haloperidol for the individual rat was administered. For simplicity, data obtained before the second injection are referred to as "preinjection," and data collected afterward are referred to as "postvehicle" or "posthaloperidol." Individual cells thus provided both preinjection baseline and postinjection data, enabling the percentage change in activity for each cell to be calculated, which was our main measure of interest in this study. Cells were randomly assigned to either control or haloperidol groups, except that in any one rat, no more than one haloperidol and two control sessions were performed per week. After this injection, a settling period of 14 min allowed for drug action, and recordings were then taken as the animals performed more reaches. The reaching period was extended up to 15 min in an attempt to obtain the target of 50 reaches; however, because of the effect that haloperidol had on reaching rate, rats did not always complete this number. Finally, an additional 5-10 min of data were recorded with the rat resting quietly in the box. Thus, recordings were made 15-40 min after haloperidol injection, spanning the period of peak haloperidol concentration in the brain (Ohman, 1977) . In many cases, additional recordings were made 4 h later, at which time movement and cellular responses appeared to have returned to normal levels. However, these data were not obtained for every cell and are not presented here. Data were collected over periods that ranged from 4 to 12 months for individual rats. Rats thus received multiple injections of haloperidol but never more than one injection per week. There was no evidence of any effect of this repeated dosing on the degree of bradykinesia over time, with neither average preinjection movement time values nor the effect of haloperidol showing any significant difference between the first and last 4 weeks of recording ( p ϭ 0.35 and 0.789, respectively; one-factor ANOVAs). If cells were encountered on the same wire in consecutive recording sessions with no intervening recording cell-free recording session, they were assumed to be different unless the spike waveform, baseline firing-rate autocorrelation, and movement-related modulations were similar, in which case only the recording with the best signal-to-noise ratio was entered into the data.
Analysis of firing rate. Firing rates were derived from average perievent time histograms (PETHs) centered on interruption of the most distant infrared beam (i.e., marking termination of the extension phase and onset of the grasp phase of each reaching movement) (Hyland and Jordan, 1997) . For the PETH, cell activity was averaged across trials in 20 ms bins extending for 2 s before and after the light-beam interruptions generated by the preferred paw (contralateral to the recorded hemisphere) and normalized by converting to instantaneous frequency (spikes per second). The baseline firing rate for each recorded cell was calculated from the first 1500 ms of the PETH. Baseline activity was therefore recorded from a period immediately preceding each reaching movement, providing a degree of behavioral clamping by ensuring that all data were obtained while animals would have been in a similar behavioral state (i.e., preparing for reaching, regardless of whether, overall in the session, they were displaying normal or a reduced number of reaches per unit time). Movement-related modulations in firing rate were defined as a group of at least three consecutive bins (i.e., 60 ms) that were beyond Ϯ2 SDs from the mean baseline firing rate. The duration of the modulation was taken from the leading edge of the first bin to cross the threshold (which also defined the latency of the modulation onset) to the trailing edge of the last bin that remained beyond the threshold, and the movement-related firing rate was measured as the mean firing rate over the duration of the modulation. If a modulation was present during reaches after one injection but not after the other, the average firing rate was analyzed in the nonsignificant PETH over the same time period as that occupied by the significant modulation. If there were two significant modulations of opposite sign in one histogram, they were both analyzed, but where two separate modulations of the same sign occurred, only the largest was used.
In addition to this whole-session analysis, we also performed separate analyses of movement-related firing rate for subsets of trials from preinjection and postinjection periods, which were matched for movement speed. This analysis was designed to examine whether haloperidol had any generalized effect on cortical activity, independent of the bradykinesia. Trials were classified using the raster-ordering function available in Spike2 software. Dot rasters were constructed and centered on the beam 2 interrupt as before, but with the trials within a session ordered from the shortest to the longest movement time. A marker was placed at the time of beam 1 interrupt, and the duration between this marker and time 0 on the PETH indicated the movement time for individual reaches. The movement time value separating "fast" from "slow" movement times in the preinjection period was identified from the inflection on the curve formed by beam 1 interrupt markers. This movement time criterion was then used to also separate fast and slow trials after haloperidol injection. Two new PETHs were then produced for the prehaloperidol and posthaloperidol sessions, one containing fast reaches and the other containing slow reaches. This procedure was repeated for every bradykinetic haloperidol experiment.
Analysis of firing pattern and correlation. The firing pattern of each cell was identified using autocorrelograms, which summed across all spikes within the analysis period the probability (expressed as spikes per second) of encountering subsequent spikes in 10 ms bins for 1 s after each spike. Autocorrelations were defined as showing bursting activity in the cell if there was an early peak consisting of at least three consecutive bins Ͼ2 SDs from the baseline mean, which was calculated from the last 500 ms of the autocorrelogram. The amplitude of significant peaks was calculated as the mean value of the bins that were above threshold. In cells in which one data set did not have a significant peak but the other did, the mean was calculated over the same time period as for the significant peak. If the autocorrelogram exceeded the threshold on more than one occasion and there was a consistent interval between the peaks, the cell was classified as showing oscillatory (rhythmic) activity, reflecting underlying regularity of interspike intervals. Flat autocorrelograms indicated cells firing in a random pattern of intervals (neither bursting nor oscillatory).
The degree of coordination in firing of simultaneously recorded cells was determined using cross-correlograms, with a time base of 2 s and a bin width of 10 ms. To classify the correlogram of each cell pair, a baseline was determined from the first or last 0.5 s period of the cross-correlogram (whichever had the largest SD). Thresholds were defined as the baseline Ϯ 2 SD. If at least two consecutive bins of the cross-correlogram exceeded either the upper or lower threshold, the cell was classified as being in the correlated group. Correlation peaks and troughs were classified as narrow (ϭ20 ms) or broad (Ͼ20 ms) (Kruger and Aiple, 1988; Singer and Gray, 1995) and as either spanning zero or wholly displaced to one side of time 0 (Murphy et al., 1985; Villa et al., 1996) .
The effect of haloperidol on firing rate was determined by calculating the percentage change (from preinjection to postinjection) in baseline and movement-related activity for each cell and comparing these changes with those seen in control experiments. The effect of haloperidol on firing pattern was analyzed by comparing the extent to which cells changed firing pattern in response to haloperidol or vehicle injection and whether the direction of change was toward burstier, more oscillatory, or more random. Similarly, changes in correlation were quantified as loss, gain, or change in type of significant features in the cross-correlogram.
Data are reported as means Ϯ SEM. Percentage changes in continuous measures were compared using one-factor ANOVA (SPSS version 6.1.1; SPSS, Chicago, IL). Additional one-factor ANOVAs were used to compare firing rates and action potential amplitudes across groups defined by action potential duration. Paired t tests were used to compare movement-related firing rates of slow or fast trials within a session. In cases in which data were not normally distributed (Levene test for homogeneity), a Mann-Whitney U test on ranks was used. To determine whether haloperidol had an effect on the distribution of cell types across different classes, 2 tests were used unless any table-cell contained less than five exemplars, in which case Fisher's exact probability tests were used instead.
After completion of recordings, rats were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbitone and lesions were induced at the tips of selected electrodes by passing a radio frequency current (Owl Radio Frequency Lesioner, Ontario, Canada) of 3 mA for Ն30 s. One week after the lesion, rats were given an anesthetic overdose and perfused through the heart with saline (0.9% NaCl solution) and then a 10% formalin solution (Asia Pacific Specialty Chemicals, Seven Hills, Australia); brains were removed and postfixed in 10% formalin and 30% sucrose until they were sectioned on a freezing microtome. Serial coronal sections (100 m) of the brain were collected and examined to locate the position of the recording electrode bundle. This enabled the rostrocaudal and lateral coordinate of the bundle to be identified, and recording tracks finished at or just above the corpus callosum in each case. However, because each wire was a slightly different length and lesions from separate wires coalesced, it was not possible to identify on which specific cortical layers individual cells were recorded.
Results

Characteristics of recorded cells
A total of 474 cells was recorded from the motor cortex of four rats, with 151 and 323 cells recorded during the preinjection period of control and haloperidol experiments, respectively. Cells were located, relative to bregma, at ϩ1.3 to ϩ3.7 mm AP and 1.7-2.5 mm lateral, thus including both rostral and caudal motor areas as defined by Neafsey et al. (1986) and Neafsey and Sievert (1982) . The majority of cells (353 of 474; 74.5%) were in a region consistent with the location of the rostral motor area, and the remaining 25.5% was located in the caudal motor area. There was no difference in the proportions of movement-related cells obtained from rostral (134 of 353; 38.0%) and caudal (37 of 121; 30.6%) motor areas, and there were no other differences in the baseline firing rate or timing of responses seen in these groups, as reported previously (Hyland, 1998) . Therefore, cells from both regions were combined for additional analysis.
Overall, the proportion (171 of 474; 36%) and response type of movement-related cortical cells were similar to previous results from rats performing the reaching task (Dolbakyan et al., 1977; Stashkevich and Bures, 1981; Moroz and Bures, 1984; Storozhuk et al., 1984; Chapin and Woodward, 1986; Zhuravin and Bures, 1989; Hyland, 1998) , with the majority (61%) of movement-related cells showing pure excitations, 33% of cells inhibited, and 6% of cells showing both excitations and inhibitions. Overall, 39% of the excitations and 83% of the inhibitions began before the paw entered the feeder and thus may have been related to reach onset or the transport phases of the reach. Another 27% of excitations and 14% of inhibitions began in the narrow time interval from feeder entry until 100 ms after the paw reached the second marker beam and thus may have been related to grasping movements. The remaining 34% of excitations and 3% of inhibitions began later than 100 ms after the paw reached maximum extent and may relate to withdrawal of the limb from the feeder. The proportions of modulations occurring before and after the paw reached the food in the feeder are very similar to values that have been reported in the rat motor cortex, including the preponderance of early responses for inhibitions (Hyland, 1998) .
Across all electrodes, most recorded action potentials were initially negative-going biphasic waveforms. The frequency distribution of action potential peak-to-peak durations (data not shown) showed that the majority (444 of 474; 93.7%) were broad (Ͼ0.35 ms), with a small separate group (30 of 474; 6.3%) having narrow durations of Ͻ0.35 ms. The peak-to-peak durations of broad and narrow spike cells averaged 0.54 Ϯ 0.01 and 0.23 Ϯ 0.01 ms, respectively (mean Ϯ SEM). These values are similar to those reported previously for broad and narrow waveforms in the primate cortex that have been suggested to represent pyramidal and GABAergic interneurons, respectively (Wilson et al., 1994) . Consistent with previous results, the average amplitude of broad spike cells (149 Ϯ 3 V) was larger than for narrow spike cells (123 Ϯ 13 V; F (1,472) ϭ 6.04; p ϭ 0.014), but unlike reports from primates (Wilson et al., 1994) , the mean firing rates (measured over 5 min of quiet rest) for the broad and narrow spike cells were identical (5.1 Ϯ 0.3 and 5.1 Ϯ 1.0 Hz, respectively). These two groups also did not differ significantly in the proportion showing movement-related modulations in activity (35.5% of narrow spike cells; 38.2% of broad spike cells), and there was no significant difference in the proportion of movement-related modulations that were excitatory or inhibitory (82 and 66% excited for narrow and broad spike cells, respectively). Therefore, narrow and broad spike cells were pooled for subsequent analyses.
Haloperidol-induced bradykinesia
A total of 120 haloperidol experiments were performed in four rats, and 40 control experiments also were performed in three of the animals. Preinjection movement time over all recording sessions averaged 42 Ϯ 2 ms (mean Ϯ SEM), equating to an average velocity over the last 15 mm of a normal reach of 0.36 m/s. Over all haloperidol experiments, average movement time increased by 87.7 Ϯ 15.2%, which was significantly different from the control group, in which there was, on average, no change in movement time (Ϫ3.1 Ϯ 4.4%; Mann-Whitney U test; p ϭ 0.001). However, of the haloperidol experiments, 27 generated akinesia, with insufficient reaching trials performed for meaningful movement time analysis. Such cessation of reaching (akinesia) was never observed after vehicle injections. In another 59 individual haloperidol experiments, changes in average movement times were within the range seen in controls (Fig. 1) . This variability in the neuroleptic bradykinesia model (Hauber and Schmidt, 1990; Mayfield et al., 1993; Hauber, 1996) is akin to the variability seen in human Parkinsonian bradykinesia, in which individual subject movement-speed distributions overlap with age-matched control data (Bonfiglioli et al., 1998; Poizner et al., 2000) . However, because the experimental variation could represent slight differences in effective dosage (e.g., different uptake kinetics resulting from intraperitoneal injection into peritoneal fat), we included only cases of unambiguous drug-induced bradykinesia in the analysis. This behavioral clamping was achieved by using the conservative criterion that the change in movement time must exceed the maximum seen in any control experiment for a haloperidol experiment to be accepted as showing bradykinesia. Because the remaining experiments would represent a mixed population, including ineffective injections as well as mildly affected animals, cells from those experiments were excluded. This left 92 cells that were accepted into the study from 34 bradykinetic haloperidol experiments with an average increase in movement time of ϩ231 Ϯ 27%.
Baseline firing rate
Baseline firing rate was calculated for each cell from the premovement period of the PETH (Fig. 2) . This ensured that baseline rates were obtained in similar circumstances (i.e., immediately before a reaching movement) across all cells, whether in vehicle control or haloperidol experiments. In the preinjection period (i.e., presumed normal activity), the firing rates averaged ϳ4.5 Hz (4.6 Ϯ 0.5 Hz, n ϭ 151 for cells in control experiments; 4.5 Ϯ 0.5 Hz, n ϭ 92 for cells in haloperidol experiments).
Analysis of proportions of cells showed that in haloperidol experiments, significantly more cells (57 of 92; 62.0%) decreased baseline firing rates than in the control group (67 of 151; 44.4%; 2 ϭ 8.76; ␣ ϭ 0.01). Quantitative analysis of percentage changes in firing rate confirmed that over all cells, the percentage change in baseline firing rate in the haloperidol group, which was, on average, a decrease (Ϫ11 Ϯ 9%), was significantly different from in the control group (Fig. 3) (F (1,241) ϭ 10.63; p ϭ 0.001).
To examine whether changes in baseline firing rate, as measured in this study, had any relation to changes in movement performance, we calculated the correlation (Spearman's correlation coefficient) between percentage change in movement time and percentage change in baseline firing rate across all control and bradykinetic haloperidol experiments. However, although statistically significant, the degree of correlation was very small (r ϭ Ϫ0.283; p ϭ 0.001) (Fig. 4 A) , suggesting a relatively low quantitative relationship between these measures.
Although the majority of cells decreased baseline firing rate during haloperidol-induced bradykinesia, it is shown in the scatter plot of Figure 4 A that there was a population of cells (31 of 92; 34%) that increased firing rate across a wide range of movement time increases. To determine whether this group represented a particular cell type, the proportions with narrow and broad action potentials were compared using 2 or Fisher's exact tests as appropriate. This analysis revealed no significant difference in the proportion of cells with narrow or broad action potentials in the rate-increase group compared with the rate-decrease group. This was true for both haloperidol and control experiments.
Movement-related firing rate
The typical effects of control vehicle injections and haloperidol injections that led to bradykinesia on movement-related activity are illustrated by the changes seen in peak amplitudes in the example PETHs in Figure 2 . The control cell (Fig. 2 A) showed little change in the amplitude of movement-related activity. In contrast, haloperidol-induced bradykinesia was associated with a decrease in the amplitude of the movement-related peak (Fig.  2 B) . We used two methods to assess the changes in movementrelated modulations associated with bradykinesia. First, for excitatory and inhibitory modulations combined, we simply counted the numbers of cells that retained significant modulations. Thus, cells such as that shown in Figure 2 A, which only had one significant component to the preinjection movement-related modulation contributed one data point, whereas cells such as those shown in Figure 2 B, which had significant inhibitory and excitatory components, contributed two data points. This analysis was based on the fact that with stability of movement performance and cell activity, significant modulations found in the preinjection PETH would still be there in the postinjection PETH. This was the case in the control group, in which there was a 94% probability (44 of 47 cases) that a significant modulation (excitation or inhibition) seen before vehicle injection would also be present afterward. In contrast, when haloperidol was injected, there was only a 27% probability (7 of 26 cases) that modulations would remain above the threshold criterion afterward. This difference in the distribution of cells between the two groups was significant ( 2 ϭ 40.12; ␣ ϭ 0.01).
The second analysis quantified the change in amplitude of movement-related modulations. This was limited to excitatory peaks because of the floor effect in amplitude changes for inhibitions (the inability of cell firing rate to fall to Ͻ0 Hz), which makes it impossible to obtain an unbiased estimate of the extent of any increases in inhibitory trough amplitude. As would be expected, the firing rates within peaks were not significantly different between the two groups before vehicle or haloperidol injection (11.3 Ϯ 1.2 Hz, n ϭ 42, and 15.3 Ϯ 1.7 Hz, n ϭ 20, respectively). Over all cells, quantitative analysis (Fig. 3) showed that induction of bradykinesia by haloperidol led to a nearly 40% reduction in the size of movement-related peaks, which was sig- nificantly different from in control injections (F (2,112) ϭ 10.05; p ϭ 0.002). This reflected a consistent effect of haloperidol across cells, with almost all cells (18 of 20; 90%) tested during haloperidol-induced bradykinesia decreasing their excitatory peak firing rate, which is a significantly different distribution than that for control cells, in which 43% (18 of 42) of cells decreased peak amplitude ( p ϭ 0.001; Fisher's exact probability test).
For cells that retained significant excitatory peaks after haloperidol injection, we also analyzed the duration of the peaks. With the numbers available, there was no significant difference in the duration of the surviving peaks for haloperidol or control injections (175 Ϯ 80 ms before haloperidol, 445 Ϯ 240 ms after haloperidol, n ϭ 5; 408 Ϯ 50 ms before vehicle, 557 Ϯ 80 ms after vehicle, n ϭ 34). Therefore, we were unable to demonstrate a significant smearing or broadening of the response duration that may have contributed to the reduction in average peak amplitude (Doudet et al., 1990; Watts and Mandir, 1992) .
The degree of association between the change in excitatory peak amplitude and change in movement time was assessed by calculating Spearman's correlation coefficient across all cells in both control and bradykinetic haloperidol experiments. This confirmed the existence of a significant negative correlation (r ϭ Ϫ0.537; p ϭ 0.001) between changes in movement-related peaks in cell activity and movement performance (Fig. 4 B) . Thus, in addition to increases in movement time associated with decreases in movement-related activity, larger increases in movement time were associated with larger decreases in firing rate during movement-related peaks.
Changes in excitatory peak amplitude were consistent with changes in baseline firing rate, as reported above. The scatter plot in Figure 5 shows the relationship between change in baseline and change in movement-related peak firing. Across all cells, there was a moderate, significant, positive correlation between changes in baseline and peak firing rates (r ϭ 0.478; p Ͻ 0.01). While examining the groups separately, it is clear that during haloperidol-induced bradykinesia, most cells are represented in the lower left quadrant (i.e., they decreased both baseline and excitatory peak firing rates) (12 of 20; 60%), whereas in control experiments, data points are scattered across all quadrants. This difference in distribution was confirmed by 2 analysis ( 2 ϭ 8.01; ␣ ϭ 0.01).
These data suggest that haloperidol-induced bradykinesia is associated with decreases in both baseline and movement-related activity. However, given that the baseline rate was changing in these cells, there is potential for ambiguity in interpreting changes in peak amplitude. To separate any effects specific for movement-related modulation, we also calculated a modulation index for each histogram as the difference between the mean peak and baseline firing rates. A change in total peak amplitude that was entirely attributable to a drop in baseline firing would not alter this index. This analysis showed a reduction in average modulation index in association with haloperidol-induced bradykinesia (Ϫ2.9 Ϯ 2.4 Hz; Ϫ37%) that was significantly different from control experiments, in which the change in modulation index was close to 0 (ϩ0.2 Ϯ 0.6 Hz; 3%; p Ͻ 0.01; MannWhitney U test). This is consistent with a specific effect of haloperidol-induced bradykinesia on movement-related inputs to the cells, in addition to any effects common to both baseline and peak firing rate.
Within-session analysis of the relationship between movement-related activity and movement time Although we only analyzed experiments in which there was a clear drug-induced bradykinetic effect and found correlations between behavioral and cell-firing measures, it remains theoretically possible that haloperidol could have had an additional affect on cortical activity that was independent of changes in movement speed. To investigate this, we took advantage of the fact that during sessions defined as showing haloperidol-induced bradykinesia on average, rats were able to sometimes execute reaches of the same speed as normal reaches in the preinjection period. Conversely, they produced some slow reaches before haloperidol injections. This trial-to-trial variability is similar to that seen in human Parkinson's disease, in which movement speed shows considerable within-session variability (Sheridan et al., 1987) . Therefore, we were able to compare the movement-related firing rate in prehaloperidol and posthaloperidol sessions for trials matched for movement speed (see Materials and Methods). To ensure reasonably representative average histograms, only sessions with at least eight trials in the special (atypically, fast or slow) categories were used in this analysis. This reduced the data set to eight cases with enough fast trials after haloperidol and six cases with enough slow trials before haloperidol injection.
The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 6 . The procedure successfully isolated trials that were matched for movement speed across the preinjection and postinjection periods, with no significant difference in the mean movement times of fast reaches from prehaloperidol or posthaloperidol periods, or between slow reaches extracted from these periods. Analysis of movementrelated modulations in the histograms generated from these selected, velocity-matched reaches showed that fast reaches were associated with relatively large modulations that were not significantly different in amplitude whether obtained under haloperidol or during the preinjection period. Similarly, slow reaches from the preinjection and postinjection periods were both associated with small excitatory modulations that were not significantly different. These data confirm that, under our experimental conditions, cortical cell firing rate is not influenced by haloperidol, independent of the effects of the drug on movement performance.
Firing pattern and synchronization
Firing-pattern changes were assessed by examining autocorrelograms constructed for 151 cells from control experiments and 92 cells in haloperidol experiments from the resting periods. As expected, during the preinjection period, populations from control and haloperidol experiments did not differ in their distribution of random and burst firing cells. In the preinjection period, only four cells exhibited an oscillatory firing pattern. As a result of the low number of oscillatory cells, they were not included in any analyses. We assessed both the firing-pattern stability (numbers of cells gaining or losing a burst firing pattern) and the effect on the amplitude of the early autocorrelogram peak that was used to define bursting. Because firing rates were affected by haloperidol (see above), we extended the recording period after haloperidol injection so that there was no significant difference in the number of spikes contributing to prehaloperidol and posthaloperidol analyses (1369 Ϯ 166 and 2530 Ϯ 426 spikes, respectively; p ϭ 0.410; Mann-Whitney U test).
There was no effect of haloperidol on stability of firing pattern overall, with the proportion of cells changing pattern (i.e., gaining or losing a burst-firing pattern) under haloperidol (23 of 92; 25.0%), not statistically different from the proportion in control experiments (25 of 151; 16.6%). However, haloperidol did reduce burst amplitude. Typical example autocorrelation analyses are shown in Figure 7 , and the population average is shown in Figure 3 . Compared with vehicle control injections, haloperidol administration led to a significant ( p ϭ 0.001; Mann-Whitney U test) decrease (31%) in the amplitude of the early peak in the autocorrelation, consistent with a reduced tendency to burst in these cells.
To investigate levels of correlated activity, cross-correlograms were constructed for 496 pairs of cells, 364 pairs recorded in control experiments and 132 pairs recorded in haloperidol experiments. During quiet rest, 6.3% (31 of 496) of all pairs showed correlated activity before injection. The majority of these were positive correlations (29 of 31; 93.5%), with similar numbers of cell pairs having narrow (16 of 29; 55.2%) and broad (13 of 29; 44.8%) peaks. The majority of narrow peaks (14 of 16; 87.5%) were displaced from the origin, whereas the majority of broad peaks (11 of 13; 84.6%) spanned the origin.
Changes in correlation induced by haloperidol were assessed both in terms of stability of correlation and by measuring changes in amplitude of correlation peaks. As noted above, the reduction in firing rates induced by haloperidol was controlled by increasing the duration of posthaloperidol recordings, so there was not a confounding reduction in the total number of spikes contributing to the cross-correlation analyses. Under haloperidol, 9 of 11 pairs (81.8%) that were correlated before injection showed no significant correlation after, whereas in vehicle control conditions, 11 of 20 correlated pairs (55.0%) lost this correlation, but with the numbers available, this difference did not reach significance (Fisher's test). Changes in the other direction, that is, previously uncorrelated pairs of cells becoming correlated, were rare and not different between haloperidol (7 of 121 pairs; 5.8%) and control (12 of 344 pairs; 3.5%) experiments. However, there was a significantly different ( p ϭ 0.003; Mann-Whitney U test) effect for haloperidol than for vehicle on the amplitude of crosscorrelation peaks, which was reduced by 52% under haloperidol (Fig. 3) .
In summary, during haloperidol-induced bradykinesia, there were reductions in all measures of motor cortex activity. In contrast, comparison of preinjection and postinjection average values in control experiments yielded positive percentage change value across all measures (Fig. 3) . This trend might suggest a time-dependent improvement in performance indices, for example, a within-session practice effect. However, none of these changes were significant when tested individually.
Discussion
We found that induction of bradykinesia by haloperidol was associated with reduced baseline firing rate, bursting activity, and movement-related firing. Together, these changes in cell-firing properties demonstrate that systemic dopamine D 2 receptor blockade is associated with a profound disruption of cortex activity. This is consistent with current models of mechanisms underlying movement disorders in hypodopaminergic states, in which impaired function of the basal ganglia circuits is assumed to lead to reduced excitatory drive to the cortex and thus insufficient activation of the corticospinal tract, the final common pathway for descending control of voluntary movement (Albin et al., 1989; Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Wichmann and DeLong, 2003) .
For activity recorded at rest, there is considerable evidence that reduced dopamine function is associated with an increase in neuronal firing rates and burst firing in the internal part of the globus pallidus (GPi), a major output structure of the basal ganglia that projects to and inhibits the thalamus (Miller and DeLong, 1987; Filion and Tremblay, 1991; Bergman et al., 1994; Boraud et al., 2002) . This increased activity in the inhibitory projection neurons from the basal ganglia would be expected to suppress thalamocortical projections. Indeed, evidence from the cat shows that during acute dopamine receptor blockade with haloperidol, cortically projecting thalamic neurons that receive GPi input have reduced baseline firing (Voloshin et al., 1994) . However, previous studies in monkeys failed to find a change in motor cortex firing rate at rest in monkeys with 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP) lesions of the dopamine pathways (Doudet et al., 1990; Goldberg et al., 2002) . This may reflect differences in the severity of the behavioral effect of the dopamine depletion, which was mild in one of the studies (Doudet et al., 1990) . Another possible explanation relates to the statistical power of investigations in chronic models. We found that changes at rest, detected using within-cell comparisons, were small in magnitude. Such small changes would require large numbers of cells to reach significance when comparing different populations of neurons, as in chronic studies.
Although much research has focused on changes in baseline or resting firing rates, resting activity per se is not directly involved in generating movements, and it is not clear how such changes would impact movement, except insofar as the changes may reflect the existence of generally disordered inputs to the cortical networks. Consistent with this, although the correlation between changes in baseline firing rate and movement performance was significant, the magnitude was very small. In contrast, analysis of modulations in activity around the time of movements more directly addresses the changes associated with bradykinetic movements. The second main finding of this study was that haloperidol-induced bradykinesia was associated with reductions in the number and amplitude of significant movementrelated modulations in motor cortex neurons, and the extent of these changes was correlated with change in movement speed. These findings are consistent with previous studies that noted decreases in the proportion of activated motor cortex cells and/or the amplitudes of movement-related modulations in cell activity in animals with chronic MPTP (Watts and Mandir, 1992) or electrolytic (Gross et al., 1983) lesions of the nigrostriatal dopaminergic pathway. In contrast, in MPTP-treated monkeys with relatively mild bradykinesia (movement time increase Ͻ25%), no such changes in movement-related activity were apparent (Doudet et al., 1990) .
The reduced movement-related activity of cortical cells during periods of haloperidol-induced bradykinesia may be attributable to impaired ability to generate bursts of action potentials. Indeed, we found significant reduction in bursting activity in the cortex at rest when no reaching movements were performed. This was not secondary to the reduced firing rate of the cells affecting the sensitivity of the autocorrelation, because the recording durations were adjusted so that equivalent total numbers of spikes were included in all analyses. This result contrasts with a previous report in severe chronic MPTP-induced dopamine depletion in monkeys , in which an increase in bursting was found. Similarly, we found a significant reduction in the level of cross-correlation between cells during rest, whereas there was an increase in the MPTP-treated monkeys. The most likely cause of these differences is that, unlike the bradykinetic state of the rats in the present study, the monkeys were so severely affected that they were unable to move at all, with the changes seen reflecting extreme muscle rigidity or tremor .
Neuroleptic-induced bradykinesia, as studied here, or any neurotoxic models affecting the mesocortical dopaminergic pathways could affect cortical excitability directly via changes in dopamine function within the motor cortex, in addition to effects within the basal ganglia. A low concentration of dopamine is present in the motor cortex associated with a small population of low-affinity receptors (Scatton et al., 1983; Boyson et al., 1986; Richfield et al., 1989; Leysen et al., 1992) . However, our withinsession analysis of movement-related activity showed that under haloperidol, cells were sometimes capable of generating normal levels of activity associated with normal movement times. Thus, it is unlikely that the overall changes seen in the present study were attributable to direct reductions in cortical excitability.
In addition to ruling out a generalized sedative effect on cortical function, the finding that motor cortex can occasionally produce normal levels of activity in the face of reduced systemic dopamine function is of possible functional significance. Occasional normal movements ("paradoxical kinesia") produced in the context of overall bradykinesia/akinesia have long been reported in severe Parkinson's disease (Wilson, 1925; DennyBrown, 1968; Glickstein and Stein, 1991) and are seen also in primates with MPTP lesions of the dopamine pathways (Miller and DeLong, 1987) . Such paradoxical kinesia in chronic Parkinsonism has been suggested to be caused by activation of alternative, nondopamine-dependent inputs to motor cortex that on occasion are able to trigger movements (Glickstein and Stein, 1991) . This mechanism would imply normal cortical activation on these occasions, which is what we found in equivalent paradoxical movements under acute D 2 blockade.
Together, the reduced baseline and task-related firing rates and indices of bursting and synchronization are consistent with disordered recruitment of cortical cell assemblies (Wickens et al., 1994) , secondary to impaired basal ganglia-thalamocortical loop function (Voloshin et al., 1994; Pessiglione et al., 2005) . In turn, task-related bursts of activity in motor cortex neurons are directly involved in coding force output by muscles (Evarts, 1968; Smith et al., 1975; Cheney and Fetz, 1980; Evarts et al., 1983; Kalaska et al., 1989) . Coincident bursting, as detected by the type of broad cross-correlation peaks that typified the present data, may be essential for reliable recruitment of spinal motor neuronal pools (Lisman, 1997; Rekling et al., 2000) . Thus, changes in burst firing at the individual cell level and in synchronization across cells would have an additive effect leading to a profound reduction in drive for the recruitment of spinal motor neurons. Such changes may explain the reductions in peak muscle force and the rate of force development observed in neuroleptic-induced bradykinesia in rat (Hauber and Schmidt, 1990; Hauber, 1996) and in human Parkinson's disease (Dietz et al., 1974; Petajan and Jarcho, 1975; Milner-Brown et al., 1979; Stelmach and Worringham, 1988; Stelmach et al., 1989; Wierzbicka et al., 1991; Corcos et al., 1996) 
